Easy-Latch Feeding Bottles
150ml Single & Twin packs
Advanced triple anti-colic valves reduce air intake
and ingestion.
Our breast-like teats are patented and
specially designed to mimic breastfeeding,
helping switching between breast and bottle.
100% silicone teats are soft and smooth.

VI444086 Single
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870863

VI444087 Twin
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VI444092 Medium Flow
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VI444091 Fast Flow
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Easy-Latch Feeding Bottles
240ml Single & Twin packs

VI444088 Single

Breast-Like Bottle Teats

Advanced triple anti-colic valves reduce air intake
and ingestion.
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Advanced triple anti-colic valves reduce air intake
and ingestion.

Our breast-like teats are patented and
specially designed to mimic breastfeeding,
helping switching between breast and bottle.
100% silicone teats are soft and smooth.
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870887

VI444089 Twin

Our breast-like teats are patented and
specially designed to mimic breastfeeding,
helping switching between breast and bottle.
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100% silicone teats are soft and smooth.

060702

870894

VI444302
VI444085
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Easy-Latch Starter Set

870856

2-in-1 Combination Steriliser

The perfect gift set for new mothers.
Includes:
2 x Easy-Latch 150ml Feeding Bottles with 0m+ teats
2 x Easy-Latch 240ml Feeding Bottles with 0m+ teats
1 x Non-scratch bottle brush with integrated teat cleaner
1 x Newborn airflow soother with symmetrical, 100% silicone teat

060702
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Simple and easy to use, our 2-in-1 combination steriliser kills 99.9% bacteria. and keeps
contents sterile for 24 hours.
Sterilise in the microwave using steam for a
chemical free clean, or using the cold water
method with sterilising solution.
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870894

Large capacity holds 4 wide neck bottles,
teats, collars, caps and tongs.

Includes manual breast
pump attachment, 150ml
breast like feeding bottle
and slow flow teat.

Includes 150ml breast like feeding
bottle and slow flow teat.

VI444097
VI444096
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870979

870962

Flexcone TM Electric Breastpump

Flexcone TM Manual Breastpump

The flexcone™ works by gently squeezing the
breast to imitate the natural massage, squeeze
and suck method your baby.

Our super soft silicone breast cup and flexcone™
mimics the suckling action of your baby to
provide the most natural and effective expression.

Phase 1: Fast, small pulses to massage and stimulate the breasts to induce milk flow.
Phase 2: Slower and longer pulses to encourage
‘let down’, where milk will start to flow smoothly.

Easy to use design is quick and simple to use when
you need it.

Discreet, quiet, lightweight and portable.

Discreet, lightweight and portable, with a super
comfy handle to reduce hand fatigue and provide a
smooth operation.

VI443847 56-pack
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VI443863 6-pack
VI443843

VI443846
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Ultra-Comfort Breast Pads
56 & 6 pack

Nipple Shields

Absorbent core to help keep you dry and
comfortable day and night. They hold up to 20x
their own weight in liquid and quickly wick
away moisture from the nipple and breast.

100% silicone for a soft and natural feel for
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Easy Pour Breast Milk
Storage Bags
30 x 250ml pre-sterilised bags

Stay-put, adhesive tabs help to prevent slipping.
Discreet and crinkle-free.
Individually packaged for hygiene and convenience.

baby. Nipple shields offer protection by using
a barrier to help sore nipples heal, whilst
continuing to feed.
Aids latch on by creating a firmer target for
baby.

Pre–sterilised and ready to use.
Leak-proof double-secure seal ensures no milk is
lost when storing in the fridge or freezer.
Perforated opening strip. Gusseted base.
To serve your milk, cut the easy pour spout and
decant into your sterilised bottle.

VI444078 - 6-pack - 60ml
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198869

VI444078 - 4-pack - 120ml
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VI444081
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Snack On the Go
2 colour options: Pop & Fizz
BEST
FEEDING &
WEANING
RANGE

Perfectly sized for little hands. Easy access and
non-spill design will make self-feeding simple and
less messy.
Easy to hold handles.
Fresh seal lid helps to keep contents fresh and
hygienically locked away.

Store & Wean Pots
60ml 6-pack & 120ml 4-pack
Perfectly sized in 60ml and 120ml portions.
The soft bases make it easy and quick to remove
frozen food.
Secure lids are fully leakproof with a stackable
design keeps them stored neatly in the fridge
or freezer.

VI444078

VI444069
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VI444072

870788
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Scoop Feeding Set
2 colour options: Pop & Fizz

Power Suction Bowl
2 colour options: Pop & Fizz

Power Suction Plate
2 colour options: Pop & Fizz

Scooped sides – reach every drop of food.

Proven to be the strongest suction pad to
prevent tips and spills.

Proven to be the strongest suction pad to
prevent tips and spills.

Scooped sides help your little one to gain confidence and cutlery skills.

Scooped sides help your little one to gain
confidence and cutlery skills.

Power™ suction bowl, hygienic spoon cover,
chunky feeding spoon and lid included.

Integrated sauce pot to contain condiments,
keeping them neatly contained and away
from their food.

Integrated mashing zone on the base of the bowl.
Scoop™ feeding bowls are perfect for early stages
of weaning and beyond.
Hygienic spoon cover, start weaning spoon and
lid included inside.

VI444062
VI444054
VI443871
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870542

Start Weaning Spoons
5 pack

Chunky Cutlery Set
2 colour options: Pop & Fizz

Specially designed spoons are shallow ensuring
your baby accepts manageable amounts of
food.

Specially designed spoons and fork prongs are
wide and shallow, making it easy for baby to
scoop up or pierce their food and put into their
mouth without food slipping and ending up on
the floor!

The long handle design ensures you can reach
into tall containers with ease and the built-in
TM
hygiene rest keeps the
spoon tip off the table.

Nourish

870627

198715

Easy grip handles make them super comfy to
hold for you and your baby.
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This cutlery set is perfect to start them on their
way to successful self-feeding.

Growing Up Angled Cutlery
Perfect for toddlers that are in the first stages of
learning to self-feed and they will soon master new
‘grown up’ cutlery skills.
Made using high grade stainless steel, this specially
designed toddler cutlery set has been developed
with rounded tips and chunky handles for safe
self-feeding and has been sized for easy use.

VI444012
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870122
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Easy Sipper 260ml
2 colour options: Pop & Fizz

Big Sipper 340ml
2 colour options: Pop & Fizz

Non-spill, easy clean 100% silicone spout.

Non-spill, easy clean 100% silicone spout.

Top rack dishwasher and microwave safe.

Top rack dishwasher and microwave safe.

On the go hygiene cover.

On the go hygiene cover.

Easy clean, integrated silicone valve & spout
with removable handles.

Easy clean, integrated silicone valve & spout.

VI444018
VI444033

VI444318
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873185

360° edge™ cup
The first 360° drinking cup with a durable yet
soft outer lip to protect little mouths and
sore gums.
Ergonomic shape.
Silicone soft and durable edge.
Lip-activated, easy to drink from.
Non-spill easy clean spoutless design.
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870337

Sippy Straw 340ml
2 colour options: Pop & Fizz

Incredibly Cool 290ml
2 colour options: Pop & Fizz
Non-spill, easy clean 100% silicone straw.

Non-spill, easy clean 100% silicone straw.

Top rack dishwasher and microwave safe.

Top rack dishwasher and microwave safe.

Pop open, push closed lid.

Pop open, push closed lid.

Easy clean, integrated silicone valve and straw
with grab & go handle.

Easy clean, integrated silicone valve and
straw with grab & go handle.

VI444015

060702

870153

Free-Flow Cup
2 colour options: Pop & Fizz
Flip down spout prevents spills when travelling.
Perfectly sized handles for little hands to hold.

Unisex 0-6m+

Unisex 6-18m+

VI444274 0-6m Unisex
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872744

VI444275 6-18m Unisex

SOOTHE
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Airflow Soothers
0-6m+ & 6-18m+

872751

The orthodontic shape teats are kind to baby’s
developing mouth, and made from odour and
taste-free silicone, keeping them as gentle as possible.
The understated, discreet shield design is perfect
for a newborn, while the open and breathable shape
helps to reduce skin irritation.

VI444351 0-6m Stars
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Stars & Dream

872744

VI444353 6-18m Dream
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VI444352 0-6m Adventure
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Adventure & Explore

873529

VI444354 6-18m Explore
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VI444355 0-6m Glow in dark
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VI444356 6-18m Glow in dark
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Glow in the Dark

Fruity Fragrance

Fragrance Free

VI443936 Fresh Fruit
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VI443937 Fragrance Free

Super Soft Hand and
Face Wipes
30 pack
Gently cleanses sticky faces and hands.
Available with a fresh fruity fragrance or fragrance free.
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Hypoallergenic formulation makes them suitable for sensitive skin.

VI444279
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4 in 1 Contactless Thermometer
Quick, accurate and super simple to use, our
multi-use vital baby® PROTECT™ 4 in 1 contactless
thermometer detects the temperature in just
2 seconds and gives the result on its large feve
alert colour changing, digital display.
Choose which mode you need to give you ultimate
peace of mind during the day, night or even at
bath or feeding times!

Distributed in Southern Africa by
MEDHealth Supplies (Pty) Ltd
South Africa

www.vitalbaby.co.za
vitalbaby@medhealthsup.com
+27 (10) 013 3010

